The role of the bivalent metal ion, Mgz+ or MnZ+, in the reaction catalysed by pyruvate kinase is still in dispute. Mildvan & Cohn (1966) from kinetic and nuclear-magneticresonance studies on rabbit muscle pyruvate kinase suggested that there was an enzyrnemetal-substrate complex with both ADP and phosphoenolpyruvateand that the enzymemetal-ADP complex could form either by separate addition of MnZ+ and ADP3-or by combination of the enzyme with MnADP-. Cleland (1967) disagreed with the above authors' interpretation of their results and maintained that they were consistent with only MnADP-forming a complex with the enzyme.
Pyruvate kinase isolated from yeast, pig liver (MacFarlane & Ainsworth, 1972 ,1974 and rabbit muscle (Ainsworth & MacFarlane, 1973) has been studied by using initialrate kinetics. Though the kinetic mechanism differed in each case, the authors presented evidence that the true substrates of the reaction were Mgz+ and the non-magnesium chelates of ADP3-and phosphoenolpyruvate.
In the present study pyruvate kinase isolated from the leg muscle of Carcinus menus, the common shore crab, was used. It had a specific activity of 121 unitslmg of protein at 25°C. Polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis showed that there were two protein bands, one much more prominent than the other, but both were associated with enzyme activity.
Pyruvate kinase activity was measured in a Perkin-Elmer 356 spectrophotometer as described previously (Giles et al., 1975) . When required, the concentration of Mg: , : , was kept constant by the addition of the calculated amount of MgS04 to the MgZ+-containing buffer, dipotassium glycerol 1 -phosphate (Boyer, 1969) , which was present in the reaction mixture. Initial-rate measurements were made at a variable concentration of phosphoenolpyruvate and different fixed concentrations of ADP3-at a constant concentration of Mg?;,:.. Thesemeasurements were repeated at six different concentrations of Mg&. The data were analysed by the hyperbolic least-squares method of Wilkinson (1961) after a graphical check that the double-reciprocal plots of reaction rate against substrate concentration were linear.
Initially, no assumption was made as to the true substrates of the reaction or the kinetic mechanism. Primary double-reciprocal plots of reaction rate against phosphoenolpyruvate concentration at different fixed concentrations of ADP3-were intersecting and linear when the Mg?;. concentration was kept constant for each family of lines. A secondary plot of ordinate intercepts against reciprocal ADP3-concentration as a function of Mg: ; , concentration is shown in Fig. 1 experimental error, are identical, which is taken to mean that the data are not consistent with a Ter mechanism. It is probable that the reaction is a sequential Bi-type mechanism and the true substrates are phosphoenolpyruvate and the Mg2+ chelate of ADP3-. Fig. 2 shows a double-reciprocal plot of variable concentrations of MgADP-against different fixed concentrations of Mg:&, with phosphoenolpyruvate kept constant. Inhibition was observed with increasing concentrations of Mg?;:,,, but the lines cross to the right of the ordinate. This pattern was observed at six different concentrations of phosphoenolpyruvate. Double-reciprocal plots of a variable concentration of MgADP against reaction rate at different fixed concentrations of ADP3-at constant concentrations of phosphoenolpyruvate also showed inhibition with the lines intersecting to the right of the ordinate. Again, a similar pattern was evident at six different concentrations of phosphoenolpyruvate.
These observations indicate that Mg;;:,, and ADP3-interact with the enzyme. These and other data are consistent with a rapid-equilibrium random mechanism with the formation of three dead-end complexes. These complexes, enzyme-Mg2+, enzyme-ADP3-and enzyme-M~+-phosphoolpyruvate, must be taken into account when deriving an initial rate equation for this mechanism. Such an equation involves terms in Mg& MgADP-and ADP3-concentrations. Since these species are always present in the reaction mixture and it is only possible to keep the concentration of one species constant at a time, the equation is non-linear when expressed in terms of MgADPconcentration. The determination of kinetic constants under these conditions is difficult and, at best, only approximate. Replacing the MgADP-terms with [Mg2+J[ADP3-]/K (where K is the dissociation constant of MgADP-) in the equation results in linearity of the latter and simplifies the extraction of the kinetic constants from the data.
